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Abstract

Casetrack - a cross-platform app for individualized
health monitoring

Emil Murman

With the advent of smart watches, smart scales and similar devices, we all have access
to more and more data regarding our physiological health. Conversely, data about our
mental state is generally difficult or impossible to aggregate using a device or sensor.
This is where Casetrack comes in; a cross-platform application intended to empower
users to track less conventional health variables of their own choosing. A prototype
version of this application is designed and implemented, prompting significant HCI
considerations and research of development technologies. Trade-offs are made
between streamlining the application’s UI, and maintaining the ability for users to
track whatever arbitrary data they are interested in. A multitude of cross-platform
mobile frameworks are evaluated and graded according to predefined criteria, and
React Native is deemed the most appropriate for the project. The UI/UX decisions,
the choices of technologies, and the project as a whole were all successful despite
some incompatibilities between React Native and Google Firebase.
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1. Introduction

The goal of this thesis is to develop a smartphone application (“app”)

compatible with the two currently dominating mobile operating systems;

Apple’s iOS and Google’s Android (Statcounter, 2021). The app will be

developed for the Uppsala startup Deversify AB and its main purpose is to

enable individuals to monitor any health conditions they may have (hence

“individualized” in the thesis title) with the explicit purpose of understanding

their own health better. In order to achieve this, the app has to be highly

customizable by the individual, which represents an interesting design

challenge from a human-computer interaction (HCI) perspective.

There are a plethora of apps which can be broadly categorized as related to

health monitoring already available on the two platforms. As of the writing of

this thesis, within the category “health and fitness” on the Google Play Store

there are apps for tracking nutritional information of consumed food, foot

steps, exercise, body weight, meditation, sleep, menstrual cycles, and others.

The idea behind the app developed in this project is to catch some of the more

unusual health conditions for which there is no readily available, dedicated

app on the marketplace. Additionally, since one of the main points of the app is

to be individualized and highly customizable, users can track more

conventional variables (such as sleep, calorie consumption, etc) in addition to

their unusual conditions (for example chronic pains) and potentially find links

between them. This can be useful to individuals who suspect that certain

actions they take affect their chronic health conditions, but have no means of

effectively tracking it.

An example of how a user might use the app is to track migraine attacks

together with weather data. There is some scientific evidence that certain

individuals experience migraine attacks as a result of changing weather

conditions (Hoffmann et al., 2015), but when looking at entire populations of
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migraineurs these correlations can not be statistically established, leading to

patients generally not being taken seriously by doctors when they wonder

whether their migraines could be triggered by said weather conditions.

Casetrack (the app) would empower the user in this example to track data on

this themselves and determine whether or not they belong to the subset of

migraineurs who have weather sensitivity.

Naturally, the main research questions of the thesis will be in

1. researching, utilizing and evaluating the multitude of technologies

required to achieve a viable end product in a timely manner, and

2. solving the many HCI design challenges posed by the app specification.

2. Requirements

The company did not provide a formal, written technical specification for the

app, but instead verbally outlined some of the features they would like to see

implemented. These included:

● The app should be a cross-platform app; it should be available on both

iOS and Android devices.

● There needs to be some kind of data input interface.

● There needs to be some way of visualizing the data.

● The type of data collected by the app should be arbitrary and

customizable.

● The data collected by the app should be tied to an individual user and

stored in the cloud.

A common theme with these requirements is that none of them are

particularly stringent or exact - a high amount of discretion has been left to

the developer.  For example, there are a multitude of technologies available

that let developers build cross-platform apps with a single codebase, and

researching and selecting one will be part of this thesis.
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3. Design

In this section, some of the most important early design decisions will be

outlined and discussed. Sections 3.1 - 3.2 covers decisions about which

technologies to leverage in order to satisfy the stated requirements for the app,

while section 3.3 covers the main thoughts behind the initial app layout.

3.1 Cross-platform mobile app framework

One of the most important early decisions in the project was which technology

to employ in order to make the app compatible with the two major mobile

operating systems. Multiple studies have been conducted on frameworks for

cross-platform mobile development, for example (Ohrt and Turau, 2012)

where nine different frameworks are compared and evaluated according to

different criteria. Unfortunately, none of these frameworks are maintained or

even usable as of the time of carrying out this thesis, seeing as the article was

written in 2012. In (Rieger and Majchrzak, 2019), the authors present a

comprehensive compilation of research articles evaluating frameworks, and

summarize which criteria were used. From this compilation, it is clear that no

study has exhaustively compared all the currently most popular

cross-platform frameworks. Furthermore, Rieger and Majchrzak provide a

comprehensive list of possible criteria by which any mobile framework could

be evaluated, and methodologies for utilizing these criteria. Drawing from this

list, the following criteria will be used when comparing frameworks:

● Code shareability. How much code can be shared between the iOS and

Android version of the app? Low code shareability means redundantly

implementing the same thing twice, which is particularly problematic

for this thesis because of the developer’s limited time and experience in

relation to the scale of the undertaking.
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● Maturity. Is the technology mature, i.e. widely adopted with a wide

selection of maintained external libraries, or is it new and cutting edge?

A more tried-and-tested technology might be a safer bet.

● Software license. Open-source or commercial product?

● Native-like user experience. How closely does the app resemble a

native app, i.e. one developed specifically for the platform it is running

on?

The findings are based on information provided at the corresponding

developer website for each framework, and are presented in Figure 1.

React
Native

Flutter Xamarin Ionic Cordova Pure native
development

Code share-
ability

Very high Very high Very high Very
high

Very high None

Maturity Very well
established

Cutting-
edge

Well
established

Average Well
established

Very well
established

License Open-
source

Open-
source

Open-
source

Open-
source

Open-
source

Open-source

Native-like
user
experience

Renders
native
views and
UI
component
s

Compiles
into
actual
platform
specific
code

Compiles
into actual
platform
specific
code

Mostly
web
views

Purely web
views

Pure native
code

Figure 1

The researched technologies can be grouped into three distinct categories:

web-view based Javascript frameworks (Cordova, Ionic), native-like

solutions (React Native, Flutter, Xamarin) and actual native (Android Java

and iOS Swift).  This categorization was a natural result of gathering

information about the properties of each framework, which is confirmed by a

similar taxonomy outlined in (Rieger and Majchrzak, 2019).
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For this project, it was determined that a native-like solution would be the

best option. Actual native development would take too much time because of

its non-existent code shareability, and the web-view based frameworks would

not provide an adequate user experience. Among the remaining options,

Flutter was decided to be too new and a bit of a wild card, while Xamarin had

too steep of a learning curve, requiring the developer not only to learn the

framework, but also an entire new programming language (C#). Thus, React

Native was chosen as the backbone mobile app framework technology for the

project

3.2 Back-end

As mentioned in section 2 (Requirements), the company wanted the app to be

cloud-based, which presents a number of technical challenges. There has to be

user registration, a sign in system, multiple data models, synchronization

between front- and back-end, etc.

All of the three major cloud platform providers (Amazon Web Services,

Microsoft Azure and Google Cloud Platform) provide their own versions of1

mobile backend as a service (mBaaS), namely AWS Amplify, Azure Mobile Apps

and Google Firebase. These platforms all include the services required to

achieve the specifications of this project, specifically user authentication,

database hosting and front-end SDKs that facilitate front-end to back-end

communication. It was deemed that Google Firebase would be the easiest to

get started with based on the quality of the developer documentation.

For this project, the Firebase modules Authentication, Cloud Firestore and

Cloud Functions were utilized in order to host the user-management and data

1 These three providers are widely considered to have such a dominant market share that this
is taken as a given in much literature, for example (Pierleoni et al., 2020), (Business Wire,
2018), (Kelly et al., 2021)
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synchronization back-end. They will be briefly described in the following

sections.

3.2.1 Firebase Authentication

The Authentication module provides a back-end for all aspects of user

management, including registration, sign-in and federated identities (i.e.

sign-in with social media providers). The data that goes into creating users is

highly customizable, and for this project, it was settled to have simple users

consisting only of an email address, a password and gender. The auth module

also provides front-end code such as sign-in and registration flows.

3.2.2 Cloud Firestore

Cloud Firestore is a fully managed and automatically scaled NoSQL database

for which there is an official Javascript SDK which makes integrating it in the

project simple. Using the SDK, app clients can interact directly with the

database without the intermediate step of a traditional web server, which

reduces latency and architectural complexity. Client requests to the database

are however constrained by customizable security rules. These rules define

which clients can perform which operations (create, read, update, delete) on

specified parts of the database.

The database will be used to store user data, such as their individualized

questions and corresponding data points.

3.2.3 Cloud Functions

Cloud Functions is Google’s version of serverless computing, a service that is

provided by all of the major cloud computing platforms. Cloud Functions

allow the writing of NodeJS (a JavaScript runtime) functions that trigger either

on basic web requests (HTTP) or specific events emitted by other Firebase

modules. For example, a function can be written that is invoked each time a

new user signs up with the Firebase Authentication module.
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4. Implementation

This section will focus on how the technologies described in section 3 were

used to achieve the project requirements.

4.1 React Native & Firebase

Setting up a new project with React Native and Google Firebase is as simple as

downloading the packages using npm (node package manager) and going

through the respective frameworks’ command line interface initialization

procedures. After setting up the project, a classic “Hello World” application

was created, whereupon the actual development could commence.

4.2 Authentication

The Auth module SDK provides ready-to-go sign-in and registration flows for

web development and native Android/iOS development. The web SDK is

Javascript based and should therefore be compatible with React Native.

However, the UI

components turned out

not to be compatible and

thus custom registration

and sign in screens were

created to replace the

default configuration;

these can be seen in Figure

2.
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4.3 App structure

By this point, much of the groundwork for the app has been done and the

actual implementation of the front-end UI can begin, prompting important

questions about the app’s navigational structure and data models. In section 2

(Requirements), some of the stated requirements now come into play and have

to be fulfilled during the implementation of the app’s UI. Specifically, the

following 3 requirements:

● There needs to be some kind of data input interface.

● There needs to be some way of visualizing the data.

● The type of data collected by the app should be customizable.

Because of the somewhat disparate nature of these three requirements, it was

decided to implement a tab-based layout with the three tabs Input, Visualize

and Settings, corresponding to the requirements, respectively. The

implementation of these three tabs will be gone over in the following

subsections.

4.3.1 Data Input Interface

The data input tab consists of two main parts: a date picker and the actual data

input survey. The date picker is important since it allows users to retroactively

enter data if they were unable to do so on the day itself.

After selecting a date, the user will enter its individualized survey flow where

they will be asked their predefined questions, which is showcased in Figure 3.

Before this can happen, a brief loading spinner is displayed while the app

queries Cloud Firestore in order to retrieve the currently signed in user’s

questions.
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Every question can take on one of three

types; yes / no questions, scale questions

(i.e. on a scale from 1 - 10) and questions

that take arbitrary numeric inputs (e.g.

how many glasses of water have you had

today?). Figure 3 illustrates the start of the

flow (as can be seen from the progress bar

at the top) with an example of a yes / no

type question.

Since this interface is supposed to be used

by users every day, its design needs to be

streamlined, flexible and simple. Yes / no

questions and scale-type questions are

answered using selectable button groups

where zero or one answer can be selected;

yes / no have the two answers “No” and

“Yes” whereas scale questions have 10

selectable buttons corresponding to the

integers 1..10. Numeric-type questions have

a text input field where arbitrary floating point numbers can be entered, as

well as buttons for incrementing and decrementing the input by one.

An important design decision was whether to make answering individual

questions optional or not. Downsides to making questions optional include:

1. Users might accidentally skip questions they actually wanted to answer

2. Allowing “lazy” behavior can lead to a negative feedback loop, making

users answer less and less questions

3. Less answers leads to spottier data which has all sorts of implications,

including biased data. For example, if a user is particularly tired they

might skip answering questions, meaning they miss the very data points

that might be the most relevant to their health.
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In spite of these downsides, it was decided to make questions optional to

promote the main design principles of the daily input survey, i.e. making it

streamlined, simple and convenient for the end user.

When the final question of the survey has been answered, the answers are

uploaded to Cloud Firestore, the backend database.

4.3.2 Visualization Interface

Rendering a visual representation of arbitrary data presents many interesting

HCI challenges, and the Visualize tab aims to solve some of them without

becoming too large in scope. For the initial minimum viable product that this

project constitutes, it was decided to limit the complexity of this aspect of the

app significantly to a simple interface where users can plot one or two sets of

data points against each other. The purpose of this interface is for app users to

be able to determine potential trends in their own health data. For more

advanced users, the app also allows the exporting of health data as comma

separated values (.csv files) which can be further analyzed using spreadsheet

software.

4.3.3 Settings Interface

The main purpose of the settings interface is to allow users to customize the

type of data the app collects by adding questions to and editing their daily

data-collection survey. The settings interface also allows users to sign out of

the currently signed in account, as well as export the data collected by the app

as .csv files.

The main design decisions regarding the limitations and format of the

customizable user questions have already been discussed in this thesis under

section 4.3.1 (Data Input Interface). With the three clearly defined question

types based upon their corresponding answer types (yes/no answers, 1-10
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scale type answers, real number answers),

implementing a question creator and editor

was quite straightforward, and did not

present any particularly interesting HCI

challenges or considerations. Figure 4 shows

an example of using the question editor to

create a question asking “Did you have a

headache today?”, which is a yes/no type of

question.

5. Evaluation

This section will contain reflections on the

decisions made regarding technologies, design

and implementation in the project.

5.1 Technologies utilized

Cross-platform app framework

React Native was selected for its ability to provide a native-like experience to

the user, while maintaining code shareability between platforms as well as

being simple to utilize. With hindsight, the framework delivered on all fronts.

The MVP (minimum viable product) provides a native-like experience and

runs well on both major platforms (iOS and Android). The React Native

documentation was of high quality and the platform comes with multiple

useful developer tools; particularly Expo which facilitates real time testing of

the current project on remote physical devices, removing the need to run
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virtual devices on the development PC which frees up computational

resources.

One noteworthy downside to working with React Native and Expo in

particular is that it is quite difficult to make parts of the app run actual native

code, which is likely to be an important requirement for more sophisticated

apps. For example, in order to draw graphs of arbitrary data (which was a

requirement for this project) a graph drawing library is required unless the

developer makes their own library solely for this purpose which would

require a significant amount of work. However, the available selection of

graph drawing libraries that are compatible with React Native out of the box

turned out to be severely limited as well as of suboptimal quality. In this case,

a convenient option would have been to make this particular functionality of

the app be platform specific and utilize a preexisting Android graph drawing

library as well as an iOS one (where the selection of available libraries is

greater). This is, however, difficult to achieve using the Expo environment for

React Native.

Mobile Backend as a Service (mBaaS)

Google Firebase was selected as the back-end for the project based on the

quality of the developer documentation. Working with the Firebase

environment and its services turned out to be straightforward and did not

present any significant issues that could not be solved.

The most noteworthy issue was the fact that the Firebase Authentication

module front-end components were not compatible with React Native,

requiring the developer to create their own authentication screens for signing

in, signing up, password recovery, etc. Designing and implementing these

screens from scratch required considerable time and effort, and this

inconvenience should be considered when deciding on a combination of

cross-platform frameworks and back-end solutions for a project such as this. It
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should however be noted that in a larger scale, more sophisticated project it is

likely that one wants to design and implement their own sign in screens etc.

regardless, rendering this issue a moot point.

5.2 Design decisions

The design decisions made during the project with regards to user interface

and user experience (UI/UX) were well received by the company, and very

little additional iteration based on feedback was required to fulfill the goal of a

minimum viable product.

The company did not present the opportunity of conducting any usability

testing in order to establish potential UI/UX problems. Therefore, it should be

noted that while the company deemed the project a success, this is not

necessarily indicative of a well designed application (in the academic sense)

from a HCI perspective. Conducting a usability test would not only have

constituted an additional learning opportunity for the developer, but also

likely improve the app as well as providing deeper insights and perspectives

on the design decisions made during the project.

6. Limitations

While the overall design and implementation of the app received positive

remarks from the company, there were several areas of possible improvement

that were deemed outside the scope of this project that would nevertheless

significantly improve the functionality of the app. They will be briefly

discussed in the following sections.

Automated data input sources

If an app user wants to track whether or not there exists a correlation

between, for example, the weather and some health condition, they have to

manually enter data describing the weather (temperature, precipitation, etc)
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every single day. This could certainly be automated by having the app access

publicly available weather data (OpenWeatherMap, 2021). Implementing this

would however open up a door to all sorts of data one might want to track

automatically from other sources (weight, sleep, exercise) which would be a

significant project of its own. In particular, the company expressed a wish to

make the app able to automatically import breathalyzer acetone level data

from its other product (Deversify, 2021).

Data collection templates

The company expressed an interest in a system where they could design their

own data collection templates and deploy to specific subsets of users such that

they all collect the same data on a daily basis. For example, this would enable

the company to deploy a tailor made setup of the app to a trial group of end

users with some known health condition (the company specifically mentioned

bipolar disorder) and then collect the same data from all of them.

Data visualization

As mentioned in section 5.1, a noteworthy issue with working with the

technologies that were selected for this project was the difficulty of making

parts of the app run specific code based on if it is installed on an Android or

iOS device. This fact, combined with the general difficulty of plotting arbitrary

data in a meaningful way, led to the data visualization part of the app being

basic and limited in scope. For example, it is not possible to view data older

than one month in the current version of the app, and it is also not possible to

zoom the graph. This could potentially be improved with minimal effort by

utilizing existing graph drawing libraries, for example HighCharts which is a2

commercial product.

Statistical analysis of user data

Likely the most scientifically interesting limitation and area of possible

improvement for the application is the possibility of using the collected health

2 https://www.highcharts.com/
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data of users to draw statistical conclusions about potential correlations

between their health variables. This is, in essence, the entire point of the

application - to give users a means of tracking their health variables and

identifying links between them. In the current version of the application, users

are able to track their variables and manually, by visual inspection, potentially

establish these links. Even though humans are capable of finding patterns in

data, it is certainly not scientific, accurate or reliable. This is where the

backend of the app could run statistical analysis on the health data of users

and notify them if there are any statistically significant correlations between

their variables. The analysis could be as simple as computing Pearson

correlation coefficients and then presenting them in a human-readable way, or

more sophisticated statistical methods could be employed. Regardless, this

functionality would be perceived as an AI by the user, and would greatly

enhance the app.

Whenever user data is discussed and exploited in this way, the issue of privacy

and adhering to relevant legislation (particularly GDPR) is important and has

to be taken into account. This, however, falls out of the scope of this project

and is best handled by an expert in the field.

7. Conclusions

The main purpose and goals of this thesis were practical in nature, and the

resulting product prototype was successful by all metrics. In addition to the

practical aspects of implementing the prototype, the project presented ample

opportunity for researching technologies to employ in order to facilitate

development, solving HCI problems, and considerations of general application

design. The biggest takeaways from this thesis and from the project as a whole

has however all stemmed from the research of technologies; particularly

cross-platform mobile frameworks, cloud providers, database systems, etc.

While most of this research has been rather ad-hoc and does not necessarily
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contribute to the literature in a systematic or meaningful way, it has been a

powerful learning experience for the researcher/developer.

It also serves to highlight that, for example, not much academic work has been

done on evaluating and comparing cross-platform mobile frameworks, even

though a few papers on the topic exist. The paper by Rieger and Majchrzak

outlines a framework for evaluating these frameworks, presenting a natural

opportunity for future work in the form of a comprehensive study that would

evaluate some of the currently most popular ones.
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